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1. Identity of building  
 
1.1 
 

 
current name of building: Sajkaca (Шајкача) 
 

 

1.2 
 

variant or former name:  Round Pavilion 
 

 

1.3 number & name of street: Mlinska Street, no number 
 

 

1.4 town: Leskovac (Лесковац) 
 

 

1.5 province/state: Leskovac 
 

 

1.6 zip code: 16000 
 

 

1.7 country: Republic of Serbia 
 

 

1.8 national grid reference: 42°59’35.6” N; 21°56’57.4”E (Google Earth) 
 

 

1.9 classification/typology: COM 
 

 

1.10 protection status & date: The object is in the status of a previous protection, the 
public building KP No. 3182, KN 5436, Comercial object Leskovac 

 

   
2 History of building  
 
2.1 

 
original brief/purpose:  
Before the Round Pavilion was built, two exhibition halls- Gosa's and the Blue 
Pavilion, were constructed in 1956 and 1957. While the main project of the Blue 
Pavilion was made, the disposition of the future halls was handled. Among them 
was also the Round Pavilion. In the approval of the invest plan from 1958, the 
International textile and textile machines fair in Leskovac was listed as an investor 
of the pavilion. It was designed in the Bureau of the Construction company 'RAD' 
from Belgrade, and the architect was Stjepan Zalezak (Стјепан Залежак). The hall 
served for displaying textile, textile products and machines. Outside of the fair 
season it has similar purpose as the previous two halls. Since the storage space was 
scarce, the magazine function was emphasized, especially for storing and sorting 
tobacco, as well as the magazine space for storing raw wool and final products.  
 

 

2.2 dates: commission/completion:  
The construction begun by the end of May 1958 and in the first phase the gallery 
of the hall was built, though it was built without the main construction. The hall was 
in use for the Fair which was held that year, but it had a temporary tent wing 
instead of a roof. The hall was finally finished in 1959. 
 

 

2.3 architectural and other designers:  
The Pavilion was designed in the bureau of the Construction company 'RAD' from 
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Belgrade, and the architect was Stjepan Zalezak. 
 

2.4 others associated with building:  
Investor: Steering committee of the International textile and textile machines fair in 
Leskovac  
 

 

2.5 significant alterations with dates: 
The object had no major interventions. 
 

 

2.6 current use:  
The object is in the private property of the 'Delta' Company and since it was 
privatised in has been out of function. 
 

 

2.7 current condition:  
Since 2007 the object is privatised. Since then there has been no invests in its 
renovation so it has slowly fallen into decay. Its demolition was planned during 
2015 in order to build a hotel in its place. 

 

    
3 Description  
 
3.1 

 
general description:  
The Round Pavilion is the most monumental building in the exhibition halls complex. 
It occupies an area of 2640 m2 and around 4000 m2 of exhibition space. It was built 
on a larger part of a territory previously occupied by a park. Its floor plan is 
approximately round with a diameter of around 65 m, covered with a hanging 
roof which lays on two concrete hyperbolic parabolas and a cable net between 
them. In a clear and singular interior a circular gallery was made from wall panels. 
On the inner side the floor is covered in terrazzo, while the central part is covered 
in parquet. A large number of entrances provide an easy access, as well as a fast 
exit. 
 

 

3.2 construction:  
The foundations are made of reinforced concrete blocks. The ground funding was 
also applied due to the underground waters down to 6 m below ground level, and 
a tampon zone of 1 m thick concrete was also constructed. On 4.3 m above the 
ground floor a ring-shaped gallery was built, with a diameter 8.6 m. The gallery can 
be accessed through a single-flight staircase on two opposite parts of the hall. Like 
the entire hall, the galleries were excellently illuminated by daylight, due to the 
fact that the wall panels were entirely made of glass, and the roof construction 
enables the windows to be the highest on the point where the roof is also on its 
peak. Two strong rim carriers are tilted towards the horizontal surface of the floor 
for around 28o 48'. Together with the carrier cables they carry the entire roof 
weight. The carrier cables are placed in the set of the rim carriers and their 
purpose is to carry the roof panels. Apart from them additional cables were 
placed with a function to stiffen the roof surface. This is achieved by straining 
additional cables with certain spindles.  With straining additional cables the force 
of the pressure is being transmitted on the carrier cables and the force of straining 
is being transferred to them, they become strained and take a new position in 
which they make pressure on the additional cables. In this way a stiff net of cables 
is formed as well as two carrier and two additional cables formed in its buds, 
where prefabricated panels 3 cm thick are being placed. Four claws made of 
steel plate stick out of the panels and with them the panels rely on carrier cables. 
The transition from the rim carriers to the prefabricated roof panels is made with 
special shaped panels that are placed into concrete. In the part where the roof 
surface is being detached from the rim carriers the transition is made by a special 
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monolith construction relied on a colonnade of brise- soleil shaped columns. 
 

3.3 context:  
According to the urban plan of Leskovac from 1946 it was foreseen that the Fair 
complex should be built in the peripheral area of the city, together with sport and 
recreational centres, hippodrome and airport. However, since the fair 
manifestations were held in the Gymnasium building in the city centre during the 
first half of the twentieth century, this tradition was continued after the Second 
World War, when in 1953 the manifestation became more oriented towards the 
presentation of textile industry products. Due to the lack of exhibition space first 
pavilions were built next to the school, first the Gosa's Pavilion, and then the Blue 
Pavilion, which is connected with the Gymnasium building. The increasing number 
of domestic and foreign exhibitionists each year on the Fair caused the 
construction of new exhibition objects. The largest and most representative among 
them is the Round Pavilion completed in 1959. Until 1961 two more prefabricated 
pavilions were erected as well as the administration building which forms the Fair 
complex with the other three pavilions. 

 

    
4 Evaluation  
 
4.1 
 
 
 
 
 

 
technical:  
This building is outstanding for its innovative roof solution in the prestressed 
concrete system. By that time only several objects in the world were made with the 
same roof construction. By applying the skeletal system, the free floor plan and the 
glass wall surfaces the necessary exhibition functionality was achieved. 
 

 

4.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

social:  
The Round Pavilion is one of the most important symbols of Leskovac and it 
represents the importance of the city and its Fair in national and international 
circles. Built in the year then the Fair officially gains international status, the Pavilion 
represents the crown of textile industry development in socialist Yugoslavia. A large 
number of foreign exhibitioners can be used as proof that the Yugoslavian skilled 
personnel followed the trends and innovations in textile industry and fashion 
design, and that they certainly did not lag behind the world trends. Considering 
the fact that exhibition halls had various functions outside and during the fair 
season, this complex served as a gathering place for people with different 
interests, professions, nationalities and cultures.  
 

 

4.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cultural & aesthetic:  
The solution that was applied for the Round Pavilion roof was innovative for the 
time period. In 1950s only several buildings in the world were constructed with this 
roof construction. A precedent and a possible model could be found in the 
construction of J. S. Dorton Arena in North Carolina. The construction was begun 
by the architect Matthew Nowicki, and after his death the building was finished by 
the architect William Henley Deitrick. It was built between 1949 and 1953 and it is 
often said to be the first building with the cable net roof structure. The arena is in 
an elliptic shape, with two parabolic arches on which the cable net is placed. The 
other example can be found in France. The construction of the large sport hall La 
Grande Nef de I'Île-des-Vannes in the municipality of Saint Ouen, Seine-Saint Denis 
district, begun in 1959 and finished in 1967/8. The architects that worked on this 
sport complex were Anatole Kopp, Lucien Metrich and Pierre Chazanoff. The 
grand oval shaped hall was covered with a roof that lays on two hyperbolic 
parabolas and a net of cables between them. The object has the label 'XX 
Century Heritage' given by the French Ministry of culture in 2007 and is enlisted in 
the register of historic monuments. There has been no confirmation whether the 
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architect of the Round Pavilion was influenced by the Dorton Arena, built only a 
couple of years before, but the two buildings can be connected. Considering the 
purpose of these halls, then their shape, the roof construction, similar incarceration 
of the parabolic arches, only in smaller scale on the Leskovac pavilion, as well as 
the fact that Dorton Arena represented a novelty in the architectural construction, 
it can be concluded that Stjepan Zalezak had information about this building after 
all. The French sport hall could not be considered as possible influence, since its 
construction begun a year after the Leskovac pavilion.  
The possible connections between the American and the Leskovac object, a small 
number of buildings with this architectural construction in the time period, as well 
as the label of the French hall all imply the aesthetic significance of the Round 
Pavilion. 
 

4.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

historical:  
The construction of the Round Pavilion was quickly finished, and the first exhibition 
was held there even before the building was finished and the roof set. In the 
weekly newspaper 'Our Word' (Наша реч) and fair magazine 'The Fair Voice' (Глас 
Сајма) articles on the construction of the grand pavilion were published on 
several occasions between 1958 and 1959. The idea on the Gymnasium relocation 
during the late 1950s and the beginning of 1960s witnesses the importance of this 
manifestation and the significance of the exhibition halls' location in the city 
centre.  
 

 

4.5 general assessment:  
The Round Pavilion is important for its historical, architectural, urban and aesthetic 
values. Although according to the urban plan from 1946 the Fair was supposed to 
be built on the city's periphery, the Fair complex was erected ten years later in the 
centre of Leskovac. Despite its purpose, the Round Pavilion fitted excellently in the 
city core with the surrounding park area. Regardless of the fact that most attention 
was dedicated to the construction of the main Round Pavilion and the fact that 
the halls had primarily utilitarian and not aesthetic function, they are all indicators 
of one architectural tendency in mid twentieth century, as well as the new 
architectural achievement, maybe unique in that moment, at least on the 
Balkans, if not wider. Considering the French sports hall label from 2007, as well as 
the constructive connections of the main fair hall and the Dorton Arena, it is 
necessary to determine the position which the Round Pavilion takes on the 
Yugoslavian and world architectural scene during the 1950s and 1960s. 

 

   
5 Documentation  
 
5.1 

 
principal references:  

1. Анон, Интензивне припреме за V Сајам, Глас Сајма, година I, бр. 9, 
новембар-децембар 1956. 

2. Анон, Лесковачки панађури, Глас Сајма, година I, бр. 2, 16.јул 1956. 
3. Б. М., Уређење Сајмишта, Глас Сајма, година VI, бр. 60, март-април 

1961.  
4. Д., Завршен Округли павиљон пре рока, Глас Сајма, година III, бр. 4, 

јун-јул 1959. 
5. David R. Black,''Nowicku, Matthew (1910-1950)'', North Carolina Architects 

& Builders – A biographical dictionary, Published 2009. Доступно на: 
http://ncarchitects.lib.ncsu.edu/people/P000044 

6. Docomomo US, August 2012. Доступно на: http://www.docomomo-
us.org/register/fiche/js_dorton_arena 

7. Историјски архив Лесковац, Фонд секретеријата за привреду (даље 
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ИАЛ, СП), број 7063, Инвестициони програм за израду изложбеног 
павиљона Сајма текстила и текстилних машина у Лесковцу, 1956. 

8. ИАЛ, СП, број 3223, Инвестициони програм за изградњу изложбеног 
павиљона бр. 4 Сајму текстила и текстилних машина у Лесковцу, 1957. 

9. ИАЛ, СП, Главни пројекат изложбене хале бр. 3, Сајам текстила и 
текстилних машина – Лесковац, 1958. 

10. ИАЛ, Општински фонд за стамбену изградњу Лесковац, бр. 818, 
Адаптација Управне зграде Сајма у Лесковцу, 1961. 

11. ИАЛ, Одељење за привреду, Општински фонд за стамбену изградњу 
Лесковац, Монтажна хала типа “Сoko Н-11”, 1961. 

12. К., Уметност и потреба њене примене у текстилној индустрији. 
Предавање Пеђе Милосављевића на V Сајму, Глас Сајма, година II, 
бр. 2, март-април 1957. 

13. Ministere de la Culture et de la Communication. Доступно на: 
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/public/mistral/merimee_fr?ACTION=CHERCHER
&FIELD_1=REF&VALUE_1=PA93000024 

14. М., Са састанка новог управног одбора Сајма; изнето више значајних 
одлука, Глас Сајма, година V, бр. 2, март-април 1960. 

15. М. Митровић, ур., Градови и насеља у Србији – развој, урбанистички 
планови и изградња 1946-1951, Београд 1953. 

16. М. Трудић, Одборници: Проширити и још више унапредити Сајам, 
Наша реч, бр. 10, 2. март 1957. 

17. М. Т., Зачетак данашњег Сајма, Глас Сајма, година II, бр. 2, март-
април 1957. 

18. Н. Ст., Сајам у Лесковцу једини ове врсте у земљи, Глас Сајма, година 
II, бр. 3, мај-јун 1957.  

19. Saint – Ouen tourisme: Site officiel de l’office de tourisme. Доступно на: 
http://www.st-ouen-tourisme.com/fr/decouvertes/fiche/355-grande-
nef.html  

20. Sonjoy Deb, ''Analysis, Design and Construction of Fabric Structures'', The 
Masterbuilder, August 2013. Available on: 
http://www.masterbuilder.co.in/analysis-design-and-construction-of-fabric-
structures/  

21. Т., Последње припреме, Глас Сајма, година III, бр. 4, јун-јул 1959. 
22. Cite de l’architecture & du patrimonie, Base de données d'inventaires du 

Centre d'archives de l'Ifa, Fonds Kopp, Anatole (1915-1990), Inventaire 
complet, réalisé par Elisabeth Essaïan sous la direction de David Peyceré. 
Mis à jour le : 1996-08-30. Available on: 
http://archiwebture.citechaillot.fr/fonds/FRAPN02_KOPAN/inventaire/objet-
37580 
 

5.2 visual material attached: Leskovac National Museum 
 

 

5.3 
 

rapporteur/date: Jana Gligorijevic, October 2015. 
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